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COMPRESSION EFFECTS IN RELATIVISTIC NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS* 

Abstract 

R. Stock,l, R. Bock,l R. Brockmann,l A. Dacal,4 
J. W. Harris,l M. Maier,3 M. E. Ortiz,4 H. G. Pugh,2 

R. E. Renfordt,3 A. Sandoval,l L. S. Schroeder,2 
H. Stroebele,l and K. L. Wolfl 

The negative pion multiplicity is measured for central collisions 

of 40Ar with KCl at eight energies from 0.36 to 1.8 GeV/nucleon and 

for 4Heon KCl and 40Ar on Ba'I 2 at 977 and 772 MeV/nucleon, 

respectively. A systematic discrepancy with a cascade model 

calculatton which fits proton- and pi'on-nucleus cross s'ections but 

omits potential energy effects is used to derive the energy going into 

bulk compression of the· sy.stem., A value of the incompressibi'lity 

constant of K = 240 MeV is extr'acted fn a parabolic form of the 

nucle'ar matter equat.ionof state. 
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Central collisions of nuclei at relativistic energies are predicted 

by dynamical models1,2,3 to proceed via a compression-expansion 

cycle of hadronic bulk matter, with a first stage of interpenetration 

and pile-up of the nucleon densities from target and projectile 

followed by expansion towards a final freeze-out stage. While these 

models predict densities several times the nuclear ground state 

density to be reached at the end of the compression stage there has 

been no direct experimental evidence of such densities or of any new 

physical effects resulting from them. The reason is twofold: firstly, 

the compression is accompanied by heating manifested by chaotic 

kinetic effects which mask the collective motion4; secondly, a great 

deal of information about the compress.ion stage is lost during 

expansion through final state interactions, approach to chemical 

equ i1 ibri um, etc. V,arious approache,s are be'i ng made to overcome these 

difflculties but none has so f'ar yielded definiti:ve results. Thes.e' 

approache:s includ'e. study of penetrating particle,s produced ;'n the 

early stages of the coll is;'on,5' and exclu,siv,e studies of a:ll 

produced particles in the hop.e that analysis in terms of globa'l 

vari abl e.s may reduce chaoti c effects rel ati ve to co 11 ecti ve ones. 6 

In the present work we propose' the total mu.ltiplicity of produced 

pions as an observable linked to the high denSity stage of the 

collisions. We present data on this variable for several colliding 

nuclear systems, demonstrate that the analysis in terms of nuclear 

density is consistent, extract values for the bulk compressional 

energy, and deduce a nuclear matter equation of state. 

.' 
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The reason why such a simple variable as total pion multiplicity 

can be a good measure of the compression stage is an interplay of 

three considerations. Firstly, the primary production yield in 

nucleon-nucleon colliiions'in the Bevalac energy range (up to ~.1 

GeV/nucleon) is a rapidly .rising function of energy. Secondly, the 

relative nucleon-nucleon energy in the nucleus-nucleus collision is 

degraded during the compression stage and is low by the time expansion 

begins. Thus, pion production is heavily weighted towards the compres

sion stage. Finally, even though complex interactions during the 

expansion and freeze-out stages strongly affect differential pion 

observables such as angular distributi'ons, spectra, etc. 7, it appears 

that the total number of pions and delta-re.sonance.s, and he.nce the 

eventual pion. yield, remains approximate·ly constant. 

The.se st.atements a·re be.st understood in the f'ramework of an i'ntr'a~ 

nuclear' cascade,· c.a~lcu.lati;o.n.. The ca'scade code used,. that of Cugnon" 

et: a'lq,3 wla:$" ch'Cl)~sen bec.at.,se tt is e*tensi'vely de's'cri bed. i'nrecent 

pubTications' and ha's' input d'ata in good ag:reement w-ith pp, wp and pn 

d'ata th'at h'a've recently be.en g:athered.S-for the energy range of the 

Bev·alac. Figure 1 shows the most important results for central 

collisi'ons (b < 2.4 fm) of 40Ar + KCl at 9,77 MeV/nucleon. ma·x -
Figure 1a shows the baryon density in a sphere of 3 fm diameter about 

the origin of the center-of-mass coordinate system of the participant 

nucleons, expressed as a ratio to the ground state nuclear density 
-3 ~o = 0.17 fm • It pe'aks at about 7 fmlc of elapsed reaction time 

(in the laboratory system), corresponding to the end of the 
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compression stage. Fig. 1b shows that about half the baryon-baryon 

collisions occur during· the compression and expansion stages, 

respectively. Fig. 1c shows that by the end of the compres-

sion stage the total number of pions and delta resonances N
6
+w 

reaches a plateau where i.t remains approximately constant through 

expansion and freeze-out. The three elementary processes, ~. decay 

fnto "N, ~ absorption by the ~+N ~ N+N proces·s, and ~ formation 

both by N+N ~N+~ and 1I'+N ~ 6 stabilize the value of N
6

+w an~ hence 

the observed number of pions. Fig. 1d shows the maximum density 

reached as a function of bombarding energy and also the mean density 

weighted according to the- rate of w+~ production. The latter, which

reflects clo.sely the maximum density, w·ill be used in OU.r subsequent 

ana.lysis. 

I'n our ex'periment, we used the Beva;l ac and the LBL Stre'amer Ch'amber 

facil tty to study the· j·nter·act;'on of 40Ar w,ith KCl at bomba·rd:ing 

ene.rgJes from 0.36 to 1'..8' GeY/nucJ'eon.. 8'etween 4:,,000 and' ro"ooo ev.ents 

we.re· accumul ated act each of the energ:i es 360, 566, 7'22, 917, nso, 13S5, 

1609 and lS0S MeV/nucleon in both inelastic and centr'a'l tri'gger modes. 

In addition data were obtained for 4He + KCl at 977 MeV/nucleon and 

40Ar +. Ba12 at 772 MeV/nucTeon. Techniques and a' part of the data 

have been presented e·l sewhere9• For 40Ar + KCl the central 

trigger corresponded to a reaction cross section of lS0 • 20 mb, or 

impact parameters up to bmax -= 2.4 fm in a geometrical model. This 

value, when used 1n the cascade code, enables us to predict 

successfully many experimental quantities such as the proton 

participant multiplicity distribution. 
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Figure 2a shows the negative pion multiplicity <n (E» observed 
'11'-

in 40Ar + KC1 collisions. as a function of laboratory and cm energy. 

The cascade model prediction is also shown: it is systematically too 

high, with overestimates ranging from a factor of 4 at 360 MeV/nucleon 

to 1.35 at 1.8 GeV/nuc1eon. The overestimate also appears for the 

other systems studied. For example, consider a sequence of data at 

approximately constant incident energy, name1yp + 4Bri (730 MeV), 

4He + KC1 (977 MeV/nucleon), 40Ar + KCl (772 MeV/nucleon) and 

40Ar + BaI2 (772 MeV/nucleon), where the proton data are taken 

from Cochran, et al.,IO and the other results from our own 

measurements. The ratios of cascade model predictions to the data are 

1~2~ 1.4~ 2.1 and 2~4, respectively. 

This discrepancy i-s not due to an inabi1i-ty of the cascade model to 

de.aT w.ith pions.. Several studiesll have· f'ound it to work welT for 

pion- production in proton-nu.cleus conisions,. for p'ion-nucleus 

scatt'eri ng. and fO.r· pion' al:i>sorpti'on on- nuc.1e'i. O'espi-te the: m'any w,ays 

i-n whith the model appea:rs aiS a rather crude approach to the re·a1 

physics it tak·es. into account many extremely important features of the 

co 1li sion processl2 • It appears to be a re.asonab 1 e first order 

approach to high energy nuclear collisions in a normal nuclear matter 

medium. The factor that is p.resent in nucleus-nucleus collisions but 

not important in p-nucleus or ,r-nucleus collisions, where the cascade 

model was succe.ssfu1, is the feature of density increase, or 

compression13,14. We therefore examine, for the four interacting 

nuclear systems discussed above, the density reached as defined in 
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Fig. Id. Such a definition is not useful for the p + 40Ti system, 

but for the.other three systems the calculated density is given by 

p/po = 1.9, 3.0, 3.4. respectively. The overestimate ratios are 

almost exactly proportional to these densities, at roughly constant 

incident energy. 

Now at a given cm energy Ei consider the measured multiplicity 

<mw(Ei ». The sam~ multiplicity isreilched in the cascade model at 
• a lower energy Ei < Ei' as indicated in Fig. 2a. As a crude 

• approximation let us interpret the difference (E i ~ Ei ) as that 

part of the cm internal energy per nucleon which goes into potentia'l 

(compressiona'l) degrees' of freedom. This energy becomes inactive as 

far as pion production is concerned. By the time that it reappears in 

kineti c e.nergy of the baryons ,. overall therm-a 1 i zat i on has reduced the 

mean energy of binary co·11ision.s to a pOint where pion productton i's no 

longer imp.ortant. R'e:adtng the comJ)re·s.stona:l energy p.er nucle'on 

E.~ = Ei - E~ f'rom the g,raj:)h of Flg.. 2a a,t e:ach ex'perimenta 1 

poi-nt and plotting it ag:ainst the me·an compress;-on pIp derived from 
o 

Fig. Id at the energy Ep we obta,in the. nuclear matter equation of 

state graphlS shown in Fig .• 2b. It is noteworthy that above 1.2 

GeV/nucleon where the density in Ar + KCl becomes constant, so are the 

va'lues of E~. Furthermore, the reaction 40Ar +. Bal2 at 772 

MeV/nucleon, for which the density prediction is p = 3.4 Po' leads 

to a value of E~ in agreement with that derived from 40Ar + KCl 

at 977 MeV/nucleon, for which the density is also 3.4 Po. The 

values of E~ plotted in Fig. 2b are offset by 10 MeV in order to 

; 
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allow for the ground state binding energy of mass 40 nuclei. The 

dashed curve is a parabola representing an equation of state without 

--phase transit i ons,-corr-espondi ng to a compress i b111ty constant K = 250 

MeV, i.e., a-"hard" equation of state. The value of 200 MeV extracted 

from excited nuclear energy levels yields the partial curve shown for 

comparison. The best fit to the data is found at K -= 240 MeV. The 

horizontal and vertical error bars shown are statistical only. No 

, estimate of the systematic errors implicit in our treatment has been 

made, as this should be the subject of more penetrating future 

theoretical studies, transce.nding the present simplistic approach. 

In summary, we argue that the total pion mult.iplicity reflects the 

maximum density reached in centr'al nucleus-nucleus colli-sions at 

Bevalac energies. We find that this assumption, taken with densiti'es 

deri v,ed from a ca,scade ca'lculation,. serves to correl ate data, fO.r 

d'ifferent interact.ing systems- at d'i'ff'erent energies. A s~stematic 

d;i'sc,repa'r:lcy between ca'scad'e- ca'lculati'o,ns and: e\~per-i'ment depends on the 

d'ensity and we attr'ibute i't to a~ bulk compres'siona'l effect not present 

in the calculation. A simple ana:lys'i's of thi's effect yields an 

equati-on of state for nuclear matter which is somewhat harder than 

expected from low energy nuclear exc;-tations. 

This work was supported by the, Director, Office of Energy Research, 

Division of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear 

Phy.sics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract 

DE-A'C03-76SF00098. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1 Results of a cascade calculation for near-central collisions 
(b ~ 2.4 fm) of 40Ar + KC1 at a laboratory bombarding 
energy of 977 MeV/nucleon. The time dependence of the 
reactions is shown for (a) the baryon density, relative to 
the ground state value, (b) the integrated number of baryon
baryon collisions, and (c) the instantaneous number of pions 
and A-resonances. Part (d) shows the maximum baryon density 
attained as a function of bombarding energy and the mean 
density weighted by the rate of ,..+A production. 

Fig. 2 (a) The mean ,..- multiplicity as a function of bombarding 
energy for near-central collisions of 40Ar + KC1. The 
triangles show the data. Open circles show the results of 
ca·scade calculations, where vertical lines at ELAB 2 1.4-
GeV/nucleon estimate the uncertainty due to multiple pion 
production from single NN co·llisions, not included in the 
cac1culati:on. Hortzanta-1 arrow,s aire the values of E~, 
the €.ompre:s.sianal energ~ per nut 1 eon determined at each 
exp·e.ri:men·ta:l p·oi'nt. (b) The v.alues· of E~ as a functi'on· 
of the calculated mean baryon density. Points determined at 
1.,6 and 1.8 GeV/nucleon are not shown since values of EC 
and plpo are near'ly identical to the results at 1.2 
GeV./nucleon. The dashed lines represent equations of state 
with an incompressibility constant K of 250 and 200 MeV, 
respectively. 
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